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Introduction
The history of academical dress is the history of education in Europe. Separated from
the education of the classical world by a profound religious and ethical divide, education
in early mediaeval Europe was intimately associated with the Church. Centres of learning
had grown up in a number of the leading cities of the West after the intellectual nadir of
the Dark Ages, in many cases from the monastic and cathedral schools. These eventually
became established as the proto-universities.
For centuries scholars remained clerics, both in their inward lives (allowing for the
inevitable laxity of behaviour common to students throughout history), and in their
outward appearance, for they appeared habited in the clothes of the cleric. This sober
dress owed its origins, as with other clerical attire, to lay fashion. But before long the
long closed robe, and the hood, had become distinctive of the scholar, whether layman or
cleric. Whilst academic dress ought not to be thought to have stagnated since the early
middle ages- for indeed, this could not be further from the truth, it does indeed owe many
of its distinctive features to this time.
In the course of the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries academic dress was abandoned
throughout much of continental Europe, as a result of the religious and political
upheavals of the time. In some countries professors alone retained academic dress. In
others certain items of attire or insignia remained, such as doctoral swords, hats, or rings.
Full use of academical dress was largely confined to Great Britain and to Iberia.
With the colonial expansion of these countries, the use of academic dress gradually
spread. Academical dress, whilst preserved in the United Kingdom in the universities as
emblems of political orthodoxy, and by the religious discipline of the Roman Catholic
Church in the Spanish and Portuguese universities, was to undergo an expansion. This
was to take it to those countries included within the British empire, as well as to those
comprised of the Iberian empires.
New Zealand shared in the rich heritage of British academic dress. With the
establishment of universities from the nineteenth century came academic dress, usually
modelled on that of the University of Cambridge. Indeed, so dominant has the influence
of Cambridge academic dress been that the dress of that university may be regarded as
the norm in New Zealand.

But New Zealand graduates can be distinguished from their Cambridge equivalents.
Several peculiarities have arisen. Doctoral gowns in this country are invariably of the
Cambridge MA pattern, rather than true doctoral gowns. In most cases they possess
coloured facings after the Cambridge pattern. Graduates of Maori descent may be seen
wearing a korowai or feather cloak over their academical gown, though this is not
universal. In recent years polytechnics and some universities have adopted stoles in place
of hoods. But a New Zealand graduate would nevertheless feel at home in any gathering
of graduates anywhere in the world where Anglo-American academical dress prevails.
It is to be regretted that academic dress is rarely worn in New Zealand except at
graduation ceremonies (or capping as they are known, after the Scottish fashion).
Although it has become customary for graduands of the University of Auckland to wear
their academic dress throughout graduation day, opportunities are rare for the use of these
ancient yet vibrant costumes. Academic dress is symbolically important for most people
(or at least those privileged enough to possess a tertiary qualification) on only one day of
their lives. For this reason the design and regulation of academical dress has not been
regarded as particularly important by the university authorities. In practice the design of
new colour schemes for new institutions or for new qualifications lies largely in the hands
of robemakers.
This year is the first of the new millennium. Last year saw the celebration of the
Auckland Institute of Technology into the Auckland University of Technology, the first
new university created since 1964. More polytechnics aspire to this status, though the
current Government has prohibited the establishment of further universities for the time
being. But many other institutions now award tertiary qualifications, and some of these
prescribe academical dress. This article will give an outline of the development of
academical dress, and describe its evolution in New Zealand.

Modern Academical Dress
In Europe it is the exception rather than the rule for any costume to be prescribed for
graduates. The general custom is for a costume to be worn only by academic or
administrative officers.1 In Denmark students customarily wear a white linen cap for a
few months after admission to university. This has a red ribbon along the bottom, and a
small red and white cockade at the front with a small silver cross. In Finland doctors have
swords, though these are only seen at the doctor's graduation. In Spain and Portugal
gowns are prescribed for both undergraduates and graduates. In Portugal the capa e
batina (a frock coat-type cloak and cassock of black woollen cloth) is worn without a hat.
In Spain the licentiates (equivalent to masters) wear hexagonal black hats lined with
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The robes of the chancellors and other senior officers of the ancient universities were
generally modified versions of the traditional academic dress. At Oxford and Cambridge,
the chancellors adopted a heavy black flowered damask silk robe similar to that used by
the Lord Chancellor, about 1617. These are trimmed with 3" wide gold lace and handmade gold ornaments, and additional gold rosettes on the sleeves, and in the centre of the
train. The full bottomed wig is not worn however, and is replaced by a black velvet cap,
with gold tassel. These gowns are widely copied at never universities.

black silk or satin and a tuft of the colour of the cape. Doctors wear octagonal black hats
lined with black covered in loose silk threads of the colour of the cape, and a large tuft
occupying most of the top.
Elsewhere a few countries, especially in Latin America, have gowns. In Russia
graduates are presented with the enamelled university badge, which may be worn as lapel
badge. In those countries with a British heritage, essentially those of the Commonwealth,
the USA and Ireland, gowns and hoods are worn.2 The hood, in particular, as an
academical vestment is distinctively British.3

A British academic heritage
Nineteenth century universities were often the product of provincial civic pride, and
owed their existence to a growing desire for education, rather than the production of
gentlemen. The Scottish tradition of universities was more influenced by the Continental
model, and a greater emphasis on popular education than that found in England before
the later nineteenth century.
Despite the great influence of Oxford and Cambridge on intellectual life, the traditions
of universities in New Zealand owes at least as much to the Scottish and provincial civic
university model. Indeed the oldest university in this country was that of Otago, created
by the Province of Otago, rather than the central Government. However, in 1870
Parliament passed legislation to create the University of New Zealand.4 This was to be an
examining body with affiliated teaching colleges.5 This institution acted as the federal
parent body for New Zealand university colleges, including that of Otago, until they
finally became independent universities in 1962.6
Since the nineteenth century the structural changes that the universities have faced
have been more a consequence of economic necessity and Government imposition, than
scholarly reflection. Neither however have greatly affected academic dress, the nature of
which still reflects its origins in early mediæval England. For with the first degrees came
the first academical dress, modelled on that of Cambridge.
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For the full range of academical dress worn in the world it is necessary only to consult
the work by Hugh Smith. Unfortunately, this is now many years out of date, and the
proliferation in universities makes its replacement by a single comprehensive work
extremely unlikely. Smith, Hugh & Sheard, Kevin, Academic Dress and Insignia of the
World (AA Balkema, Cape Town, 1970) vols 1-3.
3
Haycraft, Frank, The Degrees and Hoods of the World's Universities and Colleges
revised and enlarged by EW Scobie Stringer (4th ed, The Cheshunt Press, Cheshunt,
Hertfordshire, 1948, first published 1923) 2.
4
University of New Zealand Act 1870.
5
Degrees were to include the BA, MA, MB, MD, LLB, LLD, BMus, and DMus; s 13.
6
See the University of Auckland Act 1961, Victoria University of Wellington Act 1961,
University of Canterbury Act 1961, and the University of Otago Amendment Act 1961.
They were effectively separate after 1926, and styled as independent universities from
1958.

The modern gown of the Cambridge Master of Arts is the model for master's gowns in
New Zealand. At Cambridge this is of plain black stuff,7 and may also be of silk.8 The
back is gathered or rouched to give a definite yoke below the collar.9 The gown is calflength, worn open in front. It has the typical closed, glove pattern hanging sleeves, with
an oval horizontal slit to free the arms. The end of the sleeve has a cut on the inner border
leaving a point at the bottom, but the upper point removed to form a smooth curve. The
front is turned back to form facings some two inches wide, to the inside facings of which
long black silk strings are attached.10
The Cambridge Bachelor of Arts gown, the model for the great majority of bachelor's
gowns in New Zealand, remains a black stuff gown with open pointed sleeves. The
forearm seam is left open, except at the bottom, and is often used as an armhole. There
are strings attached to the facings inside.
All these gowns are worn with what is called at Oxford subfusc clothing. Cambridge
formerly required white tie, dark clothes, and bands for graduation.11 Now only dark
clothes are required.12
The hood remains perhaps the most important item of academical dress for
identification purposes. If there are identifiable remains of the cowl, liripipe and cape,
then the hood is said to be of the full shape. If there is no cape, it is the simple shape. The
liripipe alone is worn, over the left shoulder, over an academical gown, in some
universities in France, Italy, Spain, French-speaking Canada, and Turkey. The cape alone
is worn over a gown in Spain, Portugal, and in some of the Spanish-speaking parts of the
world.13
The modern hood of the Cambridge Master of Arts is of the full shaped type, of black,
lined with white silk. This consists of a cowl, the original headgear, and there is also a
cape, which covers the shoulders. The hood is now usually worn with the cowl turned
inside out for part of its width to expose the lining material, which is not possible with the
Oxford simple shape. Modern Oxford doctors and the Bachelor of Divinity, and all
Cambridge hoods have preserved the original shape more closely than the Oxford
Bachelor of Arts type.
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In Cambridge itself, and certain other universities in the United Kingdom, silk can be
used by masters. Again, the synthetic equivalents are now more common than real silk.
8
Shaw, George, Cambridge University Academical Dress (Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, c.1991) 10.
9
A survival of the original square collar.
10
Traditionally each 1" wide, 30" long, they are commonly somewhat shorter (perhaps
20"), and of artificial silk.
11
Ordinances of the University of Cambridge (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1958) Statute B Chapter VI.
12
Ordinances of the University of Cambridge (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1970) Statute B Chapter VI.
13
Haycraft, Frank, The Degrees and Hoods of the World's Universities and Colleges
revised and edited by Frederick Rogers, Charles Franklyn, George Shaw, Hugh Boyd
(5th ed, privately published by WE Baxter Ltd, Lewes, Sussex, 1972, first published
1923) xi note by Rogers.

Scarlet, violet or murrey gowns were approved by a sumptuary law of 1533,14 and
scarlet had been adopted by the doctors of divinity and of canon law c.1340. But it is only
really with the great expansion in the number of different degree titles in the nineteenth
and in particular the twentieth century that the colours found in gowns and hoods
increased to the dazzling array now seen. At Oxford, even today, blue is used to identify
the BM, BCh, BCL and MCh, while lilac is for the BMus, light blue for BLitt and BSc,
dark blue for BPhil, black for BD, crimson for Master of Arts, white fur for the Bachelor
of Arts. In each of these cases, the degree is identified by the cut and material of the
gown, and the cut, material, lining and trimming of the hood. This has the singular
disadvantage that there is no logical system which can be followed in designing the hood
of a new degree. It is perhaps unsurprising that Cambridge was the model chosen for the
academical dress of the University of New Zealand.

Academical Dress in New Zealand
Since the provision of academical dress was important to emphasise higher education,
early graduates, and undergraduates, were provided with prescribed costumes. In New
Zealand academical dress is today seldom worn otherwise than at graduation, although
most universities enjoin its wear on official occasions.15 At Auckland, full-time women
students, and some men, wore gowns until about 1940.16 Members of the academic staff
wore gowns when giving lectures into the 1970s.17 The academical dress which is now
worn, though rarely seen except at graduation ceremonies, has in general retained the
influence of the University of New Zealand, though certain distinguishing features can
now be seen.
The degree is identifiable from the shape of the gown and hood. Bachelors wear the
Cambridge BA pattern gown and the Cambridge MA pattern hood (except at Canterbury
and Lincoln), with white fur except for Waikato. Canterbury and Lincoln use a similar
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An Act for the Reformation of Excess in Apparel 1533 (24 Henry VIII c 13), repealed
by the Continuation of Acts Act 1603 (1 Jac I c 25) s 7.
15
Auckland- to be worn at any public ceremonial occasion of the university (from 1992
the requirement that robes "must be worn at university ceremonies" was relaxed);
Waikato- in general only worn in graduation ceremony, although a stock of
undergraduate robes is held for ceremonial use; Massey- shall appear at all public
ceremonies; Victoria- shall appear at all public ceremonies of the university in proper
dress; Canterbury; Lincoln- to wear at public ceremonies for which academic dress is
prescribed; Otago- must appear at all public ceremonies of the university in the
prescribed dress.
16
Sinclair, Sir Keith, A History of the University of Auckland 1883-1983 (Auckland
University Press, Auckland, 1983) 34.
17
Such as by Forrest Scott, Professor of English Language, who wore his Cambridge
MLitt robe at lectures until his retirement in 1985.

pattern hood, which was slightly reduced in size in 1981,18 and also omit the fur. It
remains however a Cambridge full shape, though badly cut.
At Canterbury, the MA hood is distinguished from the BA by being edged with
75mm19 coloured material. The neckband is faced with the same material. The BA is
without an edge, unless it is awarded with honours, in which case it will have a 25mm
edge.20 The Lincoln MA hood is distinguished from the BA in that the MA hood is edged
with 75mm coloured material and the BA is without an edge. If it is awarded with
honours, it will have a 25mm edge. The Waikato MA hood is distinguished from the BA
by being of gold, while that of the BA is the usual black.
Although all hoods are generally now made from artificial material, at least into the
1970s university regulations specified that they be silk in the proper colours. Economic
considerations, and the difficulty of obtaining silk in the correct colours, compelled the
makers of academic dress to substitute synthetic materials. Regretfully, at the same time
the hoods came to be made with a cloth shell, rather than silk as formerly.
The university is less readily identifiable, mainly as a consequence of the existence of
the former University of New Zealand. However, among the bachelors, the hood colour
acts as a guide to the awarding university. Those of Auckland, Massey, Victoria and
Otago are black, while Waikato are gold, and Lincoln and Canterbury are slate grey.
There is however no way of distinguishing between the four which use black Cambridge
hoods; the Auckland University of Technology uses black Oxford-pattern hoods.
18

Letter of 24 January 1996 from Judy Brookes, Convenor, Hoods and robes, New
Zealand Federation of University Women, Canterbury Branch.
19
Metric measurements are used where regulations specify metric dimensions. Imperial
measurements are used where custom or regulation allows.
20
The terminology used by the various institutions are not consistent, and some are not
even consistent with their own earlier ordinances. All have been rendered into consistent
terminology, for ease of comparison. All colour references are to the British Colour
Council Dictionary of Colour Standards (first published 1934, 2nd ed 1951). For
example, BCC 144 is gold. The lining is that material which constitutes the inside of the
hood.
The material of which the hood is made, usually black stuff, is the outside.
Fur or silk (or in the case of Otago honours baccalaureates, white grosgrain), is
normally used to form a border on the inside edge of the cowl.
Where the border on the inside edge of the cowl is inset slightly, so as to show part of
the lining on the outer edge of the interior of the cowl, it is known as the trimming.
A material which is used as a strip on the outside edge of the cowl of a hood (and
perhaps also around the cape) is said to be the edging.
A narrow strip overlapping both the inside and the outside of the cowl, so as to form
an edge to the cowl, is the binding, in which case the cowl is said to be bound.
Some hoods have a coloured cord or very narrow ribbon at the junction of two other
materials. This is the piping.
Some gowns have facings of a colour different from that of the rest of the gown,
especially the higher degrees. Where no colour is given it is assumed to be black stuff.

The masters' hoods also can serve as an indication of the awarding institution.
Auckland, Victoria and Otago hoods are black, Waikato are gold, Massey blue, Lincoln
and Canterbury are slate grey. Those of the Auckland University of Technology are
black.
Bachelors with honours are generally identifiable by trimming on the hood, although
the rules vary much amongst the various universities, and a consistent pattern is absent.
At Auckland there is a coloured edge to the hood. At Waikato there is a gold edge. At
Victoria, as at Auckland, the lining is extended on to the outside of the hood. At
Canterbury and Lincoln likewise the lining is extended 25mm on to the outside. At Otago
grosgrain replaces the fur. At Massey silk replaces the usual fur.
Masters wear the Cambridge MA pattern gown and the Cambridge MA pattern hood,
but without with fur, although some Otago masters do have grosgrain edging. Auckland
University of Technology masters use modified simple Oxford shape hoods as adopted in
American universities in the late nineteenth century.
The hoods of the various doctors vary depending upon the university. Those of
Auckland are scarlet for PhDs and faculty colour for higher doctors (with both the LLD
and the now defunct DJur sharing light blue), Waikato crimson (gold for honorary
doctors), Massey red with blue lining for the PhD and faculty colours for higher doctors,
and so on. Canterbury's are red and lined with slate grey for PhD's and slate grey for
other doctors, Lincoln ultramarine lined with Indian yellow for the PhD and higher
doctors of faculty colour, and Otago red for the PhD and coloured as usual for higher
doctors. Victoria University of Wellington PhDs used red hoods, though these are no
longer worn by PhDs, who instead wear a stole. Other doctors wear hoods of the faculty
colour.
Faculties may be identified by the colour of the hood lining, in the same way as
Cambridge bachelor degrees are identified. The faculty colours21 were for the University
of New Zealand as follows: arts- pink22 (1879),23 law- light blue24 (1879),25 medicinemauve (1889),26 crimson, heliotrope27 or lilac, dentistry- purple (1906)28 or spectrum
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The colours traditional to the long-established faculties were theology- black (at Paris,
Oxford, and Cambridge); law blue; medicine green, yellow or sanguine; philosophy blue
of various shades, and arts red. Theology was however white at Salamanca, Coimbra, and
Perpignon. Canon law was scarlet, the most consistent faculty colour.
22
BCC 14.
23
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1879 (New Zealand
University, Christchurch, 1879) Regulation- Prescribing Academic Dress, I.
24
BCC 234.
25
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1879 (New Zealand
University, Christchurch, 1879) Regulation- Prescribing Academic Dress, II.
26
First prescribed for medicine in The New Zealand University Calendar 1889-1890
(University of New Zealand, Wellington, 1889) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, XI.
27
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1928 (University of New
Zealand, Wellington, 1928) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, XXXII.
28
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1906-1907 (University of
New Zealand, Wellington, 1906) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, XXI.

violet, music- white (1891),29 science- dark blue30 (1889),31 engineering- violet32
(1906),33 commerce- orange34 (1906)35 or yellow, architecture- lemon (1925)36 or
nasturtium, veterinary science- crimson (1906)37 or imperial purple,38 fine arts- gold,
pharmacy- emerald green, agriculture- light green (1906),39 forestry- dark green (1925).40
The Doctor of Philosophy acquired scarlet in 1925.41
Education is usually green, though it is brown at Canterbury. Theology is blue at
Otago (with violet grey for divinity), and forest green at Auckland. The University of
New Zealand prototype was dove grey.42 Technology was originally claret.43 At Waikato
however, all linings are in gold (except for the MPhil, which has crimson).
Undergraduate gowns however have sleeves edged with the school colour.
Whereas the university or discipline of a master or bachelor cannot be determined by
looking at the gown alone, this is often possible with doctors. Doctors wear the
Cambridge MA pattern gown, usually with coloured facing,44 and the Cambridge MA
pattern hood, variously coloured depending on which university has awarded the degree,
and which doctorate it is. The gowns worn by doctors at Massey in undress are plain
black, as are those worn by Canterbury PhD's in undress. Many doctors have black
gowns faced with red (as for the Canterbury PhD full dress), or, in the case of Auckland,
the appropriate faculty colour. At Auckland, the black PhD gown is embellished with
100mm wide satin facings of scarlet (75mm) edged with gold (25mm), an aesthetically
29

First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1891-1892 (University of
New Zealand, Wellington, 1891) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, VIII.
30
BCC 148.
31
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1889-1890 (University of
New Zealand, Wellington, 1889) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, VIII.
32
BCC 179.
33
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1906-1907 (University of
New Zealand, Wellington, 1906) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, XIX.
34
BCC 56.
35
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1906-1907 (University of
New Zealand, Wellington, 1906) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, XXIII.
36
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1925 (University of New
Zealand, Wellington, 1925) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, XXVIII.
37
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1906-1907 (University of
New Zealand, Wellington, 1906) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, XXII.
38
BCC 109.
39
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1906-1907 (University of
New Zealand, Wellington, 1906) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, XX.
40
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1925 (University of New
Zealand, Wellington, 1925) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, XXIX.
41
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1925 (University of New
Zealand, Wellington, 1925) Statutes- General: Academic Dress, XXX.
42
First prescribed in The New Zealand University Calendar 1948 (University of New
Zealand, Wellington, 1948) Statutes- General: Academic Dress.
43
BCC 36.
44
The University of New Zealand denied PhDs even a facing silk, and allowed them only
the black MA gown, an extraordinary example of parsimoniousness.

unsatisfactory arrangement. Moreover, the gown is stuff rather than silk. It is however an
improvement on the plain MA gown required by the University of New Zealand and
carried over for some years by the newly independent universities.
The use of coloured master's robes for doctors is unsatisfactory in appearance.45 Two
universities allow doctors to wear scarlet robes on special occasions,46 leaving the
pattern, and the question of facing colours, if any, uncertain.47 In these cases, the
appropriate choice would appear to be scarlet cloth Cambridge doctor's full dress pattern,
faced with faculty silk.
The undergraduate gown, where it is worn, follows the basic Cambridge pattern with
short sleeves and the back gathered into a yoke.
While all lower degrees wear the college cap, the trencher or mortar-board, doctors
tend to wear the so-called Tudor bonnet, which is defined as being of the full dress
Cambridge PhD type. This however is a comparatively new practice. Prior to 1992 four
of the seven universities prescribed the trencher for their doctors, now only two do so
(Massey and Victoria), most of the rest requiring the Tudor bonnet (Auckland, Auckland
Technology, Lincoln, Waikato). In the case of Massey, all doctors except the PhD wear
the black velvet bonnet of the Oxford DCL, which differs from that of Cambridge in that
a twisted silk ribbon replaces the gold cord. In Otago and Canterbury, the black velvet
cap, the Bishop Andrewes, worn by doctors of Scottish universities is required for all
doctors. Doctors of Philosophy of Waikato or Otago graduating before 1992 may choose
to retain the trencher if they so wish.
Since the basis of academical dress in New Zealand is the dress of the University of
New Zealand, it might be thought that a consistent national system might have been
preserved. This is regretfully not so.
Recent decades have seen a great increase in the number of institutions which award
degree. The conversion of the polytechnics in England and Wales into fully-fledged
universities has not been marked by a comprehensive revision of academical dress. As in
New Zealand, the result must inevitably be confusion. In order for academical dress to
retain a useful function it must be meaningful. The need for a careful approach, based on
careful scholarship, cannot be too strongly stressed.
There have unfortunately been inadequate efforts made to preserve a proper colour
system, and green in particular presents problems for the casual observer. Emerald green
is used at Massey for Agricultural Science, and at Lincoln for Agriculture and
Agricultural Science, and for the facings of the gowns of undergraduate diplomats.
Emerald green is however also the term used to describe the colour of Education at
Auckland, although the actual reference is BCC 21 green. At Massey, Agricultural
Economics is represented by the colour verdigris (BCC 12), which at Victoria University
45

This was determined, no doubt, more by robe-makers convenience than by aesthetic or
symbolic considerations. Such a usage is found in the United Kingdom only in the
Victoria University of Manchester.
46
The University of Auckland (Conferment of Academic Qualifications and Academic
Dress Statute 1992, rule 8); and Victoria University of Wellington (Academic Dress
Statute, rule 1). In the case of Victoria University of Wellington, the normal regulations
allow doctors' robes of black silk or of scarlet silk or cloth.
47
See the discussion under the University of Auckland.

of Wellington is for Nursing, though defined as the colour BCC 202. BCC 26 green is
used for Theology at Auckland (where it is called forest green), and for Horticulture at
Massey. Otago alone uses spectrum green48 for Pharmacy. Massey uses grass green49 for
Horticulture.
Peacock green50 is used at Otago for Physiotherapy and at Victoria University of
Wellington for Education and Educational Studies. While Auckland is alone in using
what it calls light green,51 for Planning, the very similar pea green52 is used for
Agriculture at Massey and Horticulture at Lincoln. Agriculture, Horticulture, Education,
Nursing, Pharmacy, Physiotherapy, Planning, and Theology are all represented by
various shades of green. It is impossible to distinguish the green used for Theology at
Auckland and for Horticulture at Massey, especially as the hoods for bachelors both have
black shells. Fortunately, this particular problem is confined to bachelors degrees, since
at Massey alone holders of masters degrees wear a blue hood, and bachelors with honours
have white silk rather than fur. A similar problem is presented by the chartreuse green53
used at Auckland for Planning, which is very similar to the pea green54 of Agriculture at
Massey.
The most recent series of additions to the spectrum of colours for Auckland hoods
have included taupe,55 brown, light brown, dark brown, tan and dark violet. Hoods for
bachelors degrees which have another bachelors degree from the same faculty as a
prerequisite have a second band of edging, separated 25mm from the first.56 A second
masters degree in the one faculty has a 25mm dark brown edging. Subsequent masters
degrees have edging of other colours not used by any other degree, nor taupe. This is
reserved for the edging of inter-faculty bachelors and masters degrees, where there are
more than two faculties involved. The primary faculty concerned is represented by the
colour of the lining.
While not advocating the type of code which was adopted by the American
universities, it would be advisable if a little more care was exercised in selecting colours,
or colour combinations, to represent new faculties and subjects. Otago used kingfisher
blue57 for theology and violet grey58 for divinity, but Auckland recently adopted forest
green59 for theology because Property already used what they called silver grey.60 It
would have been better if Auckland had adopted kingfisher blue,61 as there was no
particular reason to adopt green, and at least one good reason for avoiding it.
48

BCC 100.
BCC 103.
50
BCC 123.
51
BCC 171 chartreuse green.
52
BCC 172.
53
BCC 171.
54
BCC 172.
55
A dull yellowish-grey also known as mole grey.
56
At present the only examples are BArch and MBChB.
57
BCC 164.
58
BCC 41.
59
BCC 26 green.
60
BCC 41 violet grey.
61
BCC 164.
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Be that as it may, there is no generally accepted match of faculty to colour. In the
American intercollegiate code arts is white, theology scarlet, laws purple, philosophy
blue, science golden yellow, medicine green, dentistry lilac, music pink, and engineering
orange and so on. All that can be hoped for in New Zealand is that excessive confusion is
avoided where possible.
One recent innovation, found at several polytechnics, is the stole, worn in place of a
hood. At Manawatu Polytechnic, diplomats wear a long scarf about 120mm wide, of deep
gold, with dark green and gold braid in the centre lengthwise. At the Edmund Hillary
Institute of Technology, they wear a long scarf, of The Waikato Polytechnic blue, with a
symbol "reflecting local traditions" embroidered on to a silver background. At the
Auckland Institute of Studies, the stole takes the form of a long narrow scarf, of red satin,
with three gold v-shaped stripes near the hem. A scarf has now been introduced for
diplomats at the University of Auckland. Victoria University of Wellington has now
introduced scarves to replace hoods for some masters, and also for doctors of philosophy.
This is, perhaps, to be regretted, as the stole seems to represent undergraduate status.

Conclusion
Academical dress in New Zealand generally follows the traditional Cambridge pattern.
Apart from the advent of the scarf or stole, and the encouragement given to Maori
graduands to wear a korowai or feather cloak, tertiary institutions have not been inclined
to radical sartorial innovation. Largely as a result of the infrequency of use of academic
dress, its design has fallen largely into the hands of the robemakers. With the advent of
new institutions, and a growing number of qualifications, it is to be regretted that
attempts have not been made to maintain the uniformity which formerly reigned.

